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COPING WITH AIR PRESSURE PROBLEMS
IN TALL BUILDINGS
R.T. Tamblyn, P.Eng.
Fellow ASHME

ABSTRACT
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pe_n€tratio-n_ through the building enclosure on upper floors
of hugidified buildin¿s in cold \peather. For tfu-s reason,
the ÂP sensors should be set to permit as wide a pressurá
variation as the elevator door haidware will allow.-

- Anoth¡¡nroble-m is the perforrnance of central sanitary
exhaust. Figuras 5a and t show the air balance of ä
\yashroom exhaust duct msde at a time when outside and
inside Þmperatures were not far apart. On a cold day, the

Air Pressure on the floor ls
forced up by throüllng retum air
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Fígwe 4 Controlling return air to límít ÃP on elevator
doors
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top floors by restricting
retunr air volume must ex
air pressure. The excess
flow restrictions on the upper floors, but the return air
shafting and take-offs to tf,e lower floors should be over-

enelgy consequences. There is also the problem of moisture
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floor is a special case), and how much additional return air
will be required to draw the air pressure back to the
elevator door limit of AP : 0.1 in. WG?

Solution:

An equivalent area of opening in the outside wall can
be gained from the equation

An=L (l)
2,4O0 x (teyn

where

: equivalent opening area of the outside wall, ff
: total wall leakage
: reference pressure, 0.3 in. WG.

Thus,

II

Alr
Alr
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Fígure 5 Change ìn air balqnce for a washroom exhaust shafr

the central ventilation supply
unbalanced, supplying addition
possibly, drawing air into the
entrance floor.

of flow.
_Pressure profiles can be ¡elated to HVAC dasign with

the following example.

Problem:

A 4O-story building is 500 ft high. The typical floor has
a perimeter of 520 ft and a wall are¿ of 6,000h2. The walls
are fairly loose, with an average leakage value of 0.5 cfin/
ft' at a reference pressure of 0.3 in. WG. Four elevators
are arranged !o open on each floor. The elevator door crack
area is 0.8 ftz each.

9o " 
O"F day, when the building air is at 75oF, what

will the air pressure be on the second floor (the entrance

a*
cfin
AP

,4-.. = o'5 x 6'ooo or 2.zB ß .
2,400 x (0.S¡tz

rsis4X0.8-
floors that will
enings are the

Total distance from a mid-heightneutral pressure level
to the second floor : 50012 or approximately ?50 ft.
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From Figure 1, thermal head at 75"F A?and 250 ft. :
0.6 in. WG. AP across elevators : thermal head x Ul +
l,a"lA*fz

where

A" : equivalent opening in elevator shaft in ft2

AP=0.6 "=* =O.2in.WG.
I +-

2.28

elevator door problems.
pressure so the AP on the
0.1 in. 'WG, there must be a

volume increase of return air to the floor zufficient ûo cause

a (O.2 - 0.1) or 0.1 in. WG pressure shift. Sin99 lhe 2p91y
aiì volume is calibrated to eQual intemal sensible heat gain,

leaked

(0'6 - o'zltP * 3,ooo or 3,4ô4 cfm .l.o.g )

If we drew down the Pressure on the floor to 0.1 itr.
WG, the wall would leak

10.6 - 0.1 ItP " 3,ooo o¡ 3,872 dm .Io.s )

However, the leakage into the elevator shaft would now be
le,ss. At the new AP-of 0.1 in. V/G, this would be 2,4OO x
3.2 tr x (0.1)'¿ or 2,428 cfin. It is now clear that the

return air irusÍ Ue increased by 3,872 - 2,428 or I,444
cfin.

To maintain a maximum AP of 0. 1 in. WG across the

elevator doors, the IfVAC system must extract t,444 
"ç^of additional air from this floor. The reh¡m air duct must

over building enveloPe in-
ing his cards well to size both

for the worst situation. 
return air duct safely to allow
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Fígwe 6 Return aír compensatíon to lí1ryít ÃP on elev
ator doors on second floor of buìIding
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DISCUSSION

Bob England, Senior Mechanical Engineer, The Cohos
Evany Partners, Calgary, Alberúa, Canada: Could you
comment on the effects of compartmental fan rooms and
atria in the context of your paper?

R.T. Tamblyn: This has been covered to some extent in
our paper. The same reduction in AP across the elevator
doors can be obtained with a compartmented system if the
ventilation supply to the lower floors is restricted. The
surplus can then be supplied to the upper floors to gain a
similar effect.

This might seem to prejudice ventilation ratios. How-
ever, the AP problem was caused in the first place by a
leaky building fabric. A calculation would show that the
excess infiltration to lower floors will exceed the loss of
ventilation from the central supply riser.
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